
Community Development Research : 

Opportunities for Collaboration on Racial 

Equity Work
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French Regional Park       

Three Rivers Park DistrictData and insights for better regional planning and policy

Data development

– Population estimates, demographics, new development, economics, 

affordable housing production, parks use, greenhouse gas emissions, land 

use, forecasts, and more

Research

– Demographic trends, construction activity, racial disparities, affordable 

housing, climate change, and more

Research: Informing the Region
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How we share research findings and data

• Available at https://metrocouncil.org/data

Reports Interactive, online tools and policy dashboards
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Fair Housing and Equity Assessment (2014)

Main findings

• Our region has some of the largest 

disparities by race and ethnicity in the U.S.

• Our region is spatially segregated by income 

and race, and has many persistently high-

poverty areas.

• People of color face barriers to housing 

choice above and beyond income.
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The influence of Choice, Place & Opportunity

Inform policy

Research agenda
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Annual reports on metro’s racial disparities

• Narrative: The Twin Cities 

metro has the largest (or 

among the largest) racial 

disparities in U.S. 

• Analysis to add context

– Disaggregate race data

– Disparities in other metros

– Removing influence of other 

demographics

– Opportunities missed
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• Interactive, online dashboard

• Available at 

https://metrocouncil.org/visualizedisparities

• Pulls together key data from previous reports 

and allows users to ask & answer questions 

Visualizing Regional Racial Disparities

https://metrocouncil.org/visualizedisparities
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• Concentrated poverty continues to 

expand, especially in the suburbs

• ACPs vary widely in their 

characteristics

• ACP50s seem to be “persistent”

Areas of Concentrated Poverty (ACPs)
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We want to level-up our ACP analysis

• Only considers poverty (not inequality more broadly)

• Omits decades of history and root causes

• Discusses the harms of ACPs, neglecting their assets

• What else?

We’ve heard (and share) concerns that our 
ACP work…

• A deficit-based narrative that problematizes people and 
places (rather than discrimination and disinvestment)

• Investments that don’t reflect the needs/wishes of 
residents and risk displacing them

• A focus on dispersing poverty (not ending it)

• What else?

Without addressing these, we worry that 
current ACP narrative could promote…
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Research team’s 2019 engagement initiative
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• Topics for future research

– What questions should we be asking?

• Narrative and language

– How can our work better reflect community voices?

• Data tools

– How can our dashboards be more useful?

• Policy indicators

– How are we measuring success?

Collaboration with EAC


